
JBL One Series 104 
monitors £129
Compact desktop monitors need not be 
a total compromise. Jon Musgrave hooks 
up JBL’s latest offering

CONTACT WHO: Sound Technology Ltd WEB: jblpro.com KEY FEATURES I/O:  1/4” TRS 
balance, RCA, 1/8” Aux, 1/8” stereo headphone Amplification: Onboard Class D, 30-watt per speaker 
unit DRIVERS: 118mm LF, 19mm soft dome HF mounted coaxially ENCLOSURE TYPE: Rear ported 
FREQUENCY RANGE: 60 to 20kHz (-10dB) MAX PEAK SPL: 104dB 
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 T
he JBL One Series 
104 is a compact 
powered reference 
monitor that’s 
designed with 
portability and 
convenience in 

mind. It features an oval pill-shaped 
enclosure with a coaxial 4.5” LF 
driver and integrated 0.75” tweeter 
positioned behind a black metal 
grille. The design is rear ported to 
improve low frequency extension. 
Based on a master and slave 
confi guration, not unlike typical 
computer speakers, the audio inputs, 
integrated power supply, notched 
volume control and onboard Class D 
amplifi cation are all accommodated 
on the master unit. A standard 
speaker cable then connects to the 
second (extension) speaker via 
spring-loaded terminal connectors.

The rear input options are 1/4” 
TRS jacks and a pair of RCAs. 
There’s a further media player input 
on the front via a stereo 1/8” jack, 
and below this a handy 1/8” 
headphone jack. Rear inputs are 
sensibly labelled Master and 
Extension, so you can position and 
connect the monitors whichever way 
round that suits, without causing too 
much confusion. What’s more, the 
RCA and 1/4” jack inputs can both 
be used together, providing the 
potential to connect two sources 
simultaneously. In contrast, the 1/8” 
Aux-in input on the front input 
overrides the rear connectors, and as 
you might expect, the 1/8” 
headphone jack cuts the audio to the 
speakers altogether. The volume 
control is conveniently positioned on 
the front panel and incorporates a 
blue-white halo that illuminates 
when the speakers are powered.

The monitors are very well made 
and fi nished, and the moulded ABS 
cabinet incorporates a rubberised 
base, which is ideal for desktop 
positioning, keeping the monitors 
nice and stable. Given their compact 
size (about 10 inches tall) you might 
want to put them on a shelf or stand 
to get them up to ear height, but I 
did fi nd the sweet spot pretty broad 
both vertically and horizontally.

The 104 produces a surprising 
amount of welly considering the size. 
Put your hand around the back and 
you can feel the rear port doing 
plenty of work, helping to deliver lots 
of punch from kick drums and bass 
sounds. With no onboard 

The One Series is very 
competitively priced – something to 
note in light of the minor niggles I’ve 
mentioned – and overall I found the 
One Series 104 to be a surprisingly 
good little monitor. 

compensation EQ, the only word of 
caution here is that if you need to 
position them very close to the wall 
or you’ll get additional low frequency 
build up, which could be misleading. 
I found they worked pretty well about 
12 inches forward of the rear wall.

The speaker tuning also delivers 
plenty of midrange, ideal for 
balancing critical lead instruments in 
a mix. What’s more, though the 
low-frequency extension is inevitably 
constrained by driver size, the 
frequency balance is good at both 
low and medium volume levels, 
handy if you’re spending long 
periods in front of them. My one 
criticism about the sonics is that the 
highs can be overpowering, resulting 
in the emphasis of sibilance. Once 
again, with no onboard EQ you can’t 
tweak this to taste.

THE PROS & CONS

+
 Tidy master and 
slave confi guration 

 Well-built, attractive 
enclosure 

 Good selection of 
input and output 
connectivity 

Good mid range 
and decent low 
end extension for 
their size

 Excellent price  

-
 No onboard room 
compensation EQ 

FM VERDICT

 9.0 

A  stylish, compact monitor 
that delivers decent sonics, 
fl exible connectivity and 
solid build all at a very 
attractive price 
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